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ABSTRACT
To support applications of speech-driven interactive systems in var-
ious conversational scenarios, text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis needs
to understand the conversational context and determine appropri-
ate speaking styles in its synthesized speeches. These speaking
styles are influenced by the dependencies between the multi-modal
information in the context at both global scale (i.e. utterance level)
and local scale (i.e. word level). However, the dependency mod-
eling and speaking style inference at the local scale are largely
missing in state-of-the-art TTS systems, resulting in the synthesis
of incorrect or improper speaking styles. In this paper, to learn
the dependencies in conversations at both global and local scales
and to improve the synthesis of speaking styles, we propose a
context modeling method which models the dependencies among
the multi-modal information in context with multi-scale relational
graph convolutional network (MSRGCN). The learnt multi-modal
context information at multiple scales is then utilized to infer the
global and local speaking styles of the current utterance for speech
synthesis. Experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed approach, and ablation studies reflect the contributions from
modeling multi-modal information and multi-scale dependencies.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies→ Discourse, dialogue and prag-
matics; Information extraction; Neural networks; • Human-
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the development of deep learning and speech processing tech-
nologies [13, 25–27, 30, 37], speech-driven interactive systems, such
as virtual assistants and voice agents are becoming increasingly
pervasive in real-world applications [9, 20, 33, 42] which present a
diversity of conversational scenarios.

In human-human conversations, people are interacting with dif-
ferent social signals such as humor, empathy, compassion and affect
[36] through the contents and the speaking styles of their speeches,
where the speaking style(s) of each utterance are dependent on
the conversational context encoded in multi-modal forms and in
multiple scales. As illustrated by the example1 in Figure 1, the con-
versational context is carried multimodally in both acoustic and
textual forms across the intentions, attitudes and emotions of the
speaker, and also at multiple scales – including the global scale
(i.e. utterance level) and the local scale (i.e. word level). Moreover,
there is always a major interplay among the dependencies in the
conversations [7]. Apart from the temporal dependencies and the
inter- and intra-speaker dependencies [7], there are also speaking
style dependencies among utterances playing critical roles in the
conversations. More specifically, such dependencies are encoded
not only at the global scale (such as the utterance level emotions
and attitudes), but also at the local scale (such as the word level em-
phasis and prosody). In human-computer conversations, modeling
such dependencies of the speaking style(s) on the conversational
context at both global and local scales is crucial for the speech
synthesis system to generate speech with the appropriate styles
and improve the user experience in speech based interactions.

Recent speech interaction systems have successfully improved
the global speaking style in synthesized speech by modeling the
dependencies in conversations at the global, utterance level [2, 8, 18].
1Video is available at https://thuhcsi.github.io/mm2022-conversational-tts/.
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Figure 1: Graphical depiction of a spoken conversation and
the illustrations of its inside dependencies at multiple scales.

A conversational context encoder [8] is proposed to sequentially
process the textual information in context through a uni-directional
gated recurrent unit (GRU) [1] based recurrent neural network
(RNN). A conversational TTS system with multi-modal context
modeling [18] is further proposed and employs the dialogue graph
convolutional network (DialogueGCN) [7] to explicitly model the
temporal dependency and inter- and intra-speaker dependencies
from the global textual and acoustic information in the context.

However, dependency modeling at the local, word-level is largely
missing and the controllability of synthesis style at this scale is also
lacking. It should be noted that for synthesis of global speaking
styles, the multi-modal information of each utterance is modeled as
a fixed-length vector, which cannot be easily used to also model the
multi-modal information at the word-level for the local speaking
styles. Improper use of local speaking style could seriously affect
the user experience of speech-driven interactive systems.

To learn the multi-scale dependencies in conversations and to
improve both global and local speaking styles in conversational
TTS, we propose a context modeling method for the multi-modal
information in context using multi-scale relational graph convolu-
tional network (MSRGCN)2. The attention mechanism [35] is used
to summarize the context at both global and local scales, according
to the multi-scale textual features of the current utterance. The
multi-scale context information are then used to infer the speaking
styles of the current utterance and synthesize to corresponding
speech with FastSpeech 2 [26].

2 RELATEDWORK
The dependencies in conversations have been studied in both natu-
ral language processing (NLP) and speech processing. In NLP, these
dependencies are modeled in many conversation-related researches
such as turn-based question answering and response generation
[6, 12, 16, 23] and long-term conversational emotion recognition
[7, 17, 24, 31]. Previous researches on turn-based conversations
only model the dependencies between the question and answer
in a single dialogue turn and lacks the modeling on long-term
context. In conversational emotion recognition, the DialogueRNN

2Source code is available at https://github.com/thuhcsi/mm2022-conversational-tts.

[24] is proposed to use a global GRU and a party GRU to model
the dependencies between the global conversational states and the
speakers. The global GRU models the dependency at the global
scale and provides past conversational states to the party GRU.
The party GRU jointly considers the current utterance and these
past conversational states to model the dependencies between the
speakers and the global states. The outputs of party GRU are fur-
ther back ported to the global GRU to generate new global state.
However, the speaker information of each utterance is not consid-
ered in the party GRU, which is crucial for modeling the inter- and
intra-speaker dependencies in conversations. The DialogueGCN
[7] is then proposed to construct a directed graph to represent the
inter- and intra-speaker information flows in conversations and fur-
ther model the dependencies between or inside different speakers.
However, such inter- and intra-speaker flows are only represented
at the global scale. The dependencies at local scale, such as the
dependency between each pair of words in conversations, are not
considered. Besides, the multi-modal information other than the
textual information are rarely considered in NLP.

In speech processing, there are studies that jointly consider the
multi-modal information in conversations such as multi-modal
conversational emotion recognition [10, 11, 21, 22, 28, 32, 40] and
conversational speech synthesis [2, 8, 18]. A uni-directional GRU-
based conversational context encoder [8] is proposed to embed the
global textual information in the past and current utterances into
a fixed-length context embedding. Though this approach brings
context modeling to conversational TTS, the acoustic information
which is also vital to understanding the conversation and gener-
ating proper speaking styles are not captured. A context acoustic
encoder [2] which encodes the global speaking style of the pre-
vious utterance is proposed and used to synthesize speech with
spontaneous behaviors for the current utterance. A multimodal
DialogueGCN based conversational TTS system [18] is then pro-
posed to further consider the temporal and speaker dependencies
to improve the synthesis of the global speaking styles, in which
however the local details of speaking styles are ignored.

Compared with the previous works, the contributions of our
work include: (1) this is the first attempt to jointly model the de-
pendencies among the utterances and words in conversations at
multiple scales, where we advocate modeling of local-scale depen-
dencies between the words within the same and across different
utterances to significantly improve the understanding of conversa-
tional context; (2) we present a novel framework based onMSRGCN
for context modeling in conversations, which outperforms other
state-of-the-art context modeling approaches; (3) we propose an
effective approach to infer the speaking styles at both global and lo-
cal scales for conversational speech synthesis from the multi-modal
conversational context.

3 DATA OBSERVATION
We first conduct subjective observations to analyze the dependen-
cies in conversations at multiple scales. We use the English con-
versation corpus (ECC) [18] for observation. We randomly pick 25
conversations in ECC, in which each conversation consists of 5 past
utterances and a current utterance. 25 listeners are invited to listen
to the selected conversations and answer the following questions
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Figure 2: Inferring speaking styles in conversations from multi-modal information at multiple scales with MSRGCN.

for each conversation: (1) Is there a word that has a noticeably dif-
ferent speaking style from those of the other words in the current
utterance? If so, which one? (2) Is the global speaking style of the
current utterance dependent on a particular past utterance? (3) If
there is a word that has a noticeably different speaking style in the
current utterance, is this speaking style dependent on one or more
particular words in the past utterances? If so, which one(s)?

The first question aims to demonstrate the need to further infer
the local speaking style than just using the global speaking style for
conversational speech synthesis. The aggregated responses from the
listeners (by averaging) indicate that 55.0% of the current utterances
contain at least one word with noticeably different speaking style(s)
compared to the other words in the utterance. This reflects that
local speaking styles at the word level are frequently used and
important in conversations.

The second question aims to verify the dependency between
the current utterance and the past utterances at the global scale.
The averaged responses to the second question show that 70.7% of
the current utterances have global speaking styles dependent on a
previous utterance in the context, and this reflects the importance
of modeling the synthesis style globally at the utterance level.

The third question is designed to demonstrate the local-scale
dependency between the words in the current utterance and those
in the past utterances. Averaging the responses shows that for
the utterances that have noticeably different speaking styles at
word level, 88.5% of them are dependent on previous words in the
conversational context. If we further divide these dependent word
pairs into different groups according to their word types (namely,
nouns or proper nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and others), we
find that 55.21% of these dependent word pairs consist of words
from the same group.

4 PROBLEM FORMULATION
A conversation can be defined as a sequence of utterances𝑢1, . . . ,𝑢𝑖 ,
. . . , 𝑢𝑛 , 𝑢𝑛+1, where each utterance 𝑢𝑖 consists of (𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑖 , 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑖 ,
𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑖 ). The task of conversational TTS aims to synthesize the

𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑛+1 given the 𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑛+1 and 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑛+1 of the current utter-
ance and the past utterances 𝑢1, . . . , 𝑢𝑛 . Particularly, the speaking
style of the synthesized 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑛+1 should confirm to the conversa-
tional context characterized by the utterances 𝑢1, . . . , 𝑢𝑛 .

Multi-modal features are extracted at the global and local scales
for each past utterance 𝑢𝑖 , which will be further used for context
modeling. The multi-modal features at the global scale 𝑔𝑖 and those
at the local scale 𝑠𝑖 include the textual and acoustic features at
utterance and word levels respectively.

To model the dependencies in conversations at both global and
local scales, a context modeling method 𝑓𝐶𝑀 is required to generate
conversational representations at the global scale 𝑔′

𝑖
and at the local

𝑠 ′
𝑖
from the multi-modal features at the multiple scales, 𝑔𝑖 and 𝑠𝑖 .
Specifically, 𝑓𝐶𝑀 needs to consider: (1) the temporal dependen-

cies between each pair of utterances, including past-to-future and
future-to-past; (2) the dependencies between different speakers and
inside each speaker; (3) the dependencies between the multi-modal
information in utterances; and (4) the above dependencies at both
global and local scales.

The learnt conversational representations contain rich informa-
tion which models the above dependencies at both scales than the
multimodal features of each utterance. Such conversational repre-
sentations could be used in many conversation-related researches,
such as conversational emotion analysis and conversational TTS.

5 METHODOLOGY
5.1 Multi-scale multi-modal feature extraction
Multi-modal features are first extracted at both global and local
scales for each past utterance in the conversational context. Details
of the feature extraction module are shown in Figure 3. The textual
features are extracted for each word in the utterance by a pretrained
BERT [3, 39] model. The acoustic features include the global and
local speaking styles extracted by the global and local speaking
style encoders respectively.

Inspired by the reference encoder [34] and the global style token
(GST) attention layer [38], the global speaking style encoder consists
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Figure 3: Multi-scale multi-modal feature extraction.

of 6 strided convolutional neural networks (CNNs) composed of
3 × 3 kernels with 32, 32, 64, 64, 128, 128 filters respectively and
2 × 2 stride, a 256 dimensional GRU layer and a 128 dimensional
style attention layer. The mel-spectrograms of the input speech are
first processed by CNNs and GRU. The final state of GRU is further
sent to the style attention layer to derive the global speaking style
vector 𝐺𝑆𝑇 as the weights for 10 automatically learnt base global
speaking style embeddings. The process can be formulated as:

𝑞 = 𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 (𝐺𝑅𝑈 (𝐶𝑁𝑁 (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑐ℎ))) (1)

𝐺𝑆𝑇 = 𝑠𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥

(
𝑞𝑇𝐺𝑆𝑇 𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒

)
(2)

where 𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 returns the final state of GRU, 𝑞 is the query for the
style attention layer,𝐺𝑆𝑇 𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 contains the 10 automatically learnt
base global speaking style embeddings.

The architecture of the local speaking style encoder is same to the
global speaking style encoder, except the stride is now 1×2, and the
GRU layer now returns the output for each input frame. The outputs
of GRU are then summarized for each word in the utterance by mul-
tiplying them with the speech-to-text attention weights extracted
from a pretrained neural network based forced aligner (NeuFA) [19].
NeuFA employs bidirectional attention mechanism [19] to learn
the bidirectional information mapping between a pair of text and
speech. The learnt attention weights at the speech-to-text direction
could be used to summarize the frame-level information for each
word in the utterance, deriving the local speaking style sequence
𝐿𝑆𝑇 . The process of local reference encoder can be formulated as:

𝑞′ =𝑊𝑇
𝐴𝑆𝑅𝐺𝑅𝑈 (𝐶𝑁𝑁 (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑐ℎ)) (3)

𝐿𝑆𝑇 = 𝑠𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥

(
𝑞′𝑇 𝐿𝑆𝑇 𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒

)
(4)

where𝑊𝐴𝑆𝑅 is the attention weights at the speech-to-text direction
obtained by NeuFA, 𝑞′ is the query for the local style attention
layer, 𝐿𝑆𝑇 𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 contains 10 automatically learnt base local speaking
style embeddings.

The local textual features and local speaking styles are further
concatenated and encoded by a local encoder into the multi-modal
features at local scale for each past utterance. The local encoder
consists of the pre-net and CBHG networks in Tacotron [37]. The
generation of multi-modal features at local scale is:

𝑠𝑖 = 𝐸𝑙 ( [𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑇𝑖 ;𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑖 ]) (5)

where [; ] is the concatenating operation, 𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑇𝑖 are the BERT em-
beddings and 𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑖 are the local speaking styles at word level of
the 𝑖-th utterance, 𝐸𝑙 is the local encoder, 𝑠𝑖 ∈ 𝑅𝑙𝑖×𝑑𝑠 are the multi-
modal features at local scale, 𝑙𝑖 is the number of words in the 𝑖-th
utterance and 𝑑𝑠 is the dimension of the multi-modal features at
local scale.

Similarly, the multi-modal features at global scale are generated
for each past utterance. A global encoder is employed to summarize
the multi-modal features from the local scale to the global scale,
which has the same architecture as the local encoder. The difference
is that the global encoder only outputs the last step of CBHG. This
output is then concatenated with the extracted global speaking
style as the multi-modal features at global scale:

𝑔𝑖 = [𝐸𝑔 ( [𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑇𝑖 ;𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑖 ]);𝐺𝑆𝑇𝑖 ] (6)

where 𝐺𝑆𝑇𝑖 is the utterance level global speaking style of the 𝑖-th
utterance, 𝐸𝑔 is the global encoder, 𝑔𝑖 ∈ 𝑅𝑑𝑔 are the multi-modal
features at global scale and 𝑑𝑔 is dimension of the features.

5.2 Context modeling with MSRGCN
Tomodel the dependencies in conversations at both global and local
scales, we propose the MSRGCN as the key component for con-
text modeling. MSRGCN is extended from the conventional RGCN
[29] with the ability to simultaneously model the dependencies at
multiple scales.

The above extracted multi-scale multi-modal features for the
past utterances in each conversation are organized as a directed
graph, consisting of vertices, edges, edge types and multi-scale edge
weights. MSRGCN is then adopted to aggregate the information
along the graph, producing new conversational representations
holding richer context information regarding temporal, speaker
and multi-scale style dependencies.

5.2.1 Vertices. Each past utterance in the conversation is repre-
sented as a vertex in the graph. Unlike other graphs used in conven-
tional GCNs [14, 29], the proposed approach defines each vertex to
hold a sequence of feature vectors instead of a single feature vector
with fixed length. Each vertex is initialized with the corresponding
multi-modal features at local scale:

V𝑖 = 𝑠𝑖 (7)

where 𝑠𝑖 ∈ 𝑅𝑙𝑖×𝑑𝑠 are the multi-modal features at local scale.

5.2.2 Edges. To model all possible dependencies in conversations,
we add every possible edge to the graph, including two directed
edges for each two vertices in both directions and a self-loop edge
for each vertex in the graph.

5.2.3 Edge types. We also consider the temporal and speaker de-
pendencies like DialogueGCN [7] by defining different edge types
for different temporal orders and each possible speaker pair. We
define the edge type of each edge as a combination of three compo-
nents: the temporal order (either past-to-future or future-to-past),
the speaker label of the source vertex, and the speaker label of
the target vertex. Particularly, the edge is marked as future-to-past
when it is a self-loop edge.
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5.2.4 Edge weights. The edge weights are the most important part
to achieve multi-scale graph convolutions. Instead of being a single
number between 0 and 1, the proposed approach defines the weight
of each edge to be a combination of a global edge weight and a local
edge weight matrix:

𝛼 𝑗,𝑖 = (𝑤 𝑗,𝑖 ,𝑊𝑗,𝑖 ) (8)

where 𝑗 and 𝑖 are the indices of the source and target vertices (i.e.,
the 𝑗-th and 𝑖-th utterances), 𝑤 𝑗,𝑖 ∈ 𝑅 is the global edge weight,
𝑊𝑗,𝑖 ∈ 𝑅𝑙 𝑗×𝑙𝑖 is the local edge weight matrix, 𝑙 𝑗 and 𝑙𝑖 are the lengths
of corresponding multi-modal features at local scale and also the
number of words in the 𝑗-th and 𝑖-th utterances, and 𝛼 𝑗,𝑖 is the
combination of global and local edge weights.

The global edge weights are the attention weights calculated
from the global-scale, multi-modal features by a conventional at-
tention mechanism [35]. For each vertex 𝑖 , the global edge weights
for the edges pointing to this vertex are calculated as:

𝑤1,𝑖 , . . . ,𝑤𝑖,𝑖 , . . . ,𝑤𝑛,𝑖 = 𝑠𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥

(
𝑔𝑇𝑖 [𝑔1, . . . , 𝑔𝑛]

)
(9)

where 𝑛 is the length of the context.
The local edge weight matrices are the attention weights calcu-

lated from the local-scale, multi-modal features by a bidirectional
attention mechanism [19] to learn the bidirectional dependencies
between each pair of past utterances. The bidirectional attention
mechanism is proposed to capture the bidirectional relations be-
tween two sets of key-value pairs. By setting the two sets of keys
and values as the multi-modal features at local scale of two vertices
𝑖 and 𝑗 , the local edge weights for the edges between these two
vertices are calculated as:

𝐴𝑖, 𝑗 = 𝑓 (𝑠𝑖 ) × 𝑓 (𝑠 𝑗 )𝑇 (10)

𝐴 𝑗,𝑖 = 𝑓 (𝑠 𝑗 ) × 𝑓 (𝑠𝑖 )𝑇 = 𝐴𝑇𝑖,𝑗 (11)
𝑊𝑖, 𝑗 = 𝑠𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝐴𝑖, 𝑗 ) (12)
𝑊𝑗,𝑖 = 𝑠𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝐴 𝑗,𝑖 ) (13)

where 𝑓 is a shared linear projection for both directions, 𝐴𝑖, 𝑗 and
𝐴 𝑗,𝑖 are two internal attention score matrices in the bidirectional
attention mechanism,𝑊𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑅𝑙𝑖×𝑙 𝑗 and𝑊𝑗,𝑖 ∈ 𝑅𝑙 𝑗×𝑙𝑖 are the local
edge weights. Particularly, for the self-loop edge, we have:

𝐴𝑖,𝑖 = 𝑓 (𝑠𝑖 ) × 𝑓 (𝑠𝑖 )𝑇 (14)
𝑊𝑖,𝑖 = 𝑠𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝐴𝑖,𝑖 ) (15)

5.2.5 Feature transformation. Inspired by DialogueGCN [7], a two-
step multi-scale graph convolution process is employed to model
the dependencies in conversations at both global and local scales,
which is a stack of two 128-dimensional MSRGCNs.

In the first step, the first MSRGCN jointly considers the depen-
dencies in conversations at multiple scales by virtue of both global
and local edge weights in the convolution for each vertex. The local
edge weight matrices are used to learn the dependencies at local
scale. It should be noticed that the numbers of words in different
utterances are not exactly the same, leading to the situation that
the lengths of the multi-modal features at local scale for different
vertices are also different. The introduction of local edge weight
matrices overcomes such challenges of dimension mismatch by
mapping the features of the neighbouring vertices into the length
of the features of the target vertex. The global edge weights are

further utilized to normalize these mapped features under different
edge types and model the dependencies in conversations at global
scale. The transformation in the first MSRGCN is formulated as:
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𝑖
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where 𝑠𝑖 ∈ 𝑅𝑙𝑖×𝑑𝑠 is the input feature sequence of vertex 𝑖 , 𝑟 is one
of R which are the edge types, 𝑁 𝑟

𝑖
are the neighbours of vertex

𝑖 under type 𝑟 , 𝑗 is a neighbour vertex in 𝑁 𝑟
𝑖
, 𝑠 𝑗 ∈ 𝑅𝑙 𝑗×𝑑𝑠 is the

feature sequence for this neighbour,𝑤𝑖,𝑖 ∈ 𝑅 is the input global edge
weight for the self-loop edge at vertex 𝑖 ,𝑤 𝑗,𝑖 ∈ 𝑅 and𝑊𝑗,𝑖 ∈ 𝑅𝑙 𝑗×𝑙𝑖

are the input global and local edge weights for the edge from 𝑗 to 𝑖 ,
𝑊𝑇

𝑗,𝑖
𝑠 𝑗 ∈ 𝑅𝑙𝑖×𝑑𝑠 is the mapped information of 𝑗 in shape of 𝑠𝑖 , 𝑓

(1)
0

and 𝑓
(1)
𝑟 are the learnable convolution kernels, 𝜎 is an activation

function, and ℎ (1)
𝑖

is the output for vertex 𝑖 .
In the second step, since the dependencies of edge types have

already been considered in the previous step, the convolution in
the second MSRGCN is processed with all the edge types set as a
same universal edge type. Also, since the number of neighbours
is now equal for each vertex under the same edge type, the global
edge weights used to normalize the information of different edge
types are also omitted. The transformation in the second MSRGCN
can then be formulated as:
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𝑖
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𝑗
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ℎ
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𝑖
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where 𝑓 (2)0 and 𝑓 (2) are the learnable convolution kernels for the
second MSRGCN, and ℎ (2)

𝑖
is the representation output for vertex 𝑖 .

After the processing of MSRGCNs, we concatenate the final
representation of each vertex with its initial multi-modal features
at local scale as the conversational representation at local scale:

𝑠 ′𝑖 = [𝑠𝑖 ;ℎ2𝑖 ] (18)

A post global encoder is further adopted to summarize the con-
versational representation at local scale to global scale for this
utterance. The architecture of the post global encoder is the same
as the global encoder in feature extraction. It also uses the last step
of CBHG as the output. The output of the post global encoder is
then concatenated with the multi-modal features at global scale as
the conversational representation for each utterance at global scale:

𝑔′𝑖 = [𝑔𝑖 ;𝐸𝑝𝑔 (𝑠 ′𝑖 )] (19)

where 𝐸𝑝𝑔 is the post global encoder.

5.3 Multi-scale speaking style inference
As shown in Figure 4, to infer the global and local speaking styles for
the current utterance, the conversational representations learned
above are summarized at both global and local scales. The textual
features of the current utterance are extract at global and local
scales with Equation (5) and (6), except that the corresponding
speaking style features are set to zero:

𝑠𝑛+1 = 𝐸𝑙 ( [𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑇𝑛+1; 0]) (20)
𝑔𝑛+1 = [𝐸𝑔 ( [𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑇𝑛+1; 0]); 0] (21)
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Figure 4: Inferring global and local speaking styles for the
current utterance from multi-scale conversational represen-
tations.

where𝑔𝑛+1 and 𝑠𝑛+1 are the textual features of the current utterance
at global and local scales respectively.

Similar to the global and local edge weights used in MSRGCN,
we calculate global and local attention weights to summarize the
context at different scales. The global attention weights are calcu-
lated by querying on the concatenation of the textual features at
global scale and the speaker information of the current utterance:

𝑤1,𝑛+1, . . . ,𝑤𝑛,𝑛+1 = 𝑠𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥

( [
𝑔𝑇
𝑛+1

𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑇
𝑛+1

]
[𝑔′1, . . . , 𝑔

′
𝑛]
)

(22)

where𝑤𝑖,𝑛+1 is the global attention weight for each past utterance.
The local attention weights are also calculated by a conventional
attention mechanism since only the past-to-current direction is
considered for each past utterance:

𝐴𝑖,𝑛+1 = 𝑠 ′𝑖 × 𝑓𝑎 (𝑠𝑛+1) (23)
𝑊𝑖,𝑛+1 = 𝑠𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝐴𝑖,𝑛+1) (24)

where𝐴𝑖,𝑛+1 is the internal attentionmatrix, 𝑓𝑎 is a linear projection,
and𝑊𝑖,𝑛+1 is the local attention weight matrix.

The representations in context are then summarized at multiple
scales with the global and local attention weights of past utterances:

𝑐𝑔, 𝑐𝑙 =

𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑤𝑖,𝑛+1𝑔′𝑖 ,
𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑤𝑖,𝑛+1𝑊𝑇
𝑖,𝑛+1𝑠

′
𝑖 (25)

where 𝑐𝑔 ∈ 𝑅
𝑑′
𝑔 is the summarized global context, 𝑐𝑙 ∈ 𝑅𝑙𝑛+1×𝑑

′
𝑠 is

the summarized local context, 𝑑 ′𝑔 is the dimension of 𝑔′
𝑖
, 𝑙𝑛+1 is the

number of words in the current utterance, 𝑑 ′𝑠 is the dimension of 𝑠 ′
𝑖
.

The summarized global and local contexts are then respectively
concatenated with the global and local textual features of the cur-
rent utterance to predict the global and local speaking styles:

𝐺𝑆𝑇 ′
𝑛+1 = 𝑠𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥

(
𝑓𝑔
(
[𝑔𝑛+1; 𝑐𝑔]

) )
(26)

𝐿𝑆𝑇 ′
𝑛+1 = 𝑠𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑓𝑙 ( [𝑠𝑛+1; 𝑐𝑙 ])) (27)

where 𝑓𝑔 and 𝑓𝑙 are two linear projections, 𝐺𝑆𝑇 ′
𝑛+1 and 𝐿𝑆𝑇 ′

𝑛+1
are the predicted global and local speaking styles for the current
utterance.

textground-truth speech
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Figure 5: Pretraining the global and local speaking style en-
coders and FastSpeech 2.

5.4 Speech synthesis with predicted multi-scale
speaking styles

To synthesize speech with proper speaking styles at both global and
local scales, a FastSpeech 2 [26] based acoustic model is adopted as
the TTS backbone, as shown in Figure 2. The speaker embedding
of the current utterance and the predicted global and local speak-
ing styles are upsampled to phoneme level and concatenated with
the encoder outputs. The concatenated results are then passed to
the variance adaptor to infer the pitch, duration and energy, and
are further converted to mel-spectrogram by the decoder. A well-
trained HiFi-GAN [15] is used as the vocoder to generate speech
from the predicted mel-sprectrogram with desired speaking styles
confirming to the conversational context.

5.5 Training strategy
To ensure the extracted global and local speaking styles are com-
patible with the FastSpeech 2 TTS backbone, the global and local
speaking style encoders in Section 5.1 and the FastSpeech 2 are first
jointly pretrained in a same framework, as shown in Figure 5. The
global and local speaking styles extracted from each ground-truth
speech are used to reconstruct the same speech. To disentangle the
text and speaker information from the extracted global and local
speaking styles, we also employ the gradient reversal layer (GRL)
[4] and domain adversarial learning [5, 41] in pretraining:

𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟 ′𝐺𝑆𝑇 = 𝑓𝐺𝑆𝑇
𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟

(𝐺𝑅𝐿(𝐺𝑆𝑇 )) (28)

𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟 ′𝐿𝑆𝑇 = 𝑓 𝐿𝑆𝑇
𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟

(𝐺𝑅𝐿(𝐿𝑆𝑇 )) (29)

𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑇 ′ = 𝑓𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑇 (𝐺𝑅𝐿(𝐿𝑆𝑇 )) (30)

where 𝑓𝐺𝑆𝑇
𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟

, 𝑓 𝐿𝑆𝑇
𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟

and 𝑓𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑇 are linear projections serving
as the adversarial speaker predictors and text predictor, GRL re-
verses the gradients of these adversarial predictors, 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟 ′

𝐺𝑆𝑇
,

𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟 ′
𝐿𝑆𝑇

are the adversarially predicted speaker embeddings,
𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑇 ′ is the adversarially predicted textual embedding of this utter-
ance. The loss for pretraining is the sum of reconstruction loss and
adversarial losses, where the former one is the mean squared error
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(MSE) between the predicted and ground-truth mel-spectrograms,
and the latter ones are the MSEs between the predicted and ground-
truth speaker and BERT embeddings.

After pretraining, the global and local encoders are frozen and
used to extract the speaking styles as mentioned in Section 5.1. And
the FastSpeech 2 is also frozen and used to synthesize speech as
mentioned in Section 5.4.

To train the proposed context modeling method and infer the
speaking styles for the current utterance, the MSRGCNs and the
following networks mentioned in Section 5.2 and 5.3 are trained
with the loss function defined as the MSEs between the predicted
and ground-truth global and local speaking styles:

𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 𝑀𝑆𝐸 (𝐺𝑆𝑇𝑛+1,𝐺𝑆𝑇 ′
𝑛+1) +𝑀𝑆𝐸 (𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑛+1, 𝐿𝑆𝑇 ′

𝑛+1) (31)

6 EXPERIMENTS
6.1 Baselines
To demonstrate the effectiveness of inferring speaking styles from
the multi-modal features with MSRGCN, we employ 3 approaches
with different context modeling methods as the baselines, which
also employ FastSpeech 2 as the TTS backbone.

6.1.1 No context modeling. The first baseline approach is a vanilla
FastSpeech 2 [26] with no context modeling, which is also a repre-
sentative of state-of-the-art non-conversational TTS systems.

6.1.2 GRU-based context modeling. We employ the GRU-based
context modeling method [8] as the second baseline approach, in
which the context information is simply summarized at global scale
by a uni-directional GRU:

𝑐𝑔 = 𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 (𝐺𝑅𝑈 (𝑆𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑇1, . . . , 𝑆𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑇𝑛)) (32)

where 𝑆𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑇1, . . . , 𝑆𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑇𝑛 are the sentence level BERT embed-
dings of the past utterances. Equation (26) is employed to predict
the global speaking style of the current utterance. Particularly, the
global speaking styles in this baseline are pretrained without local
speaking style control, which are different from the global speaking
styles in our proposed approach. As a result, the global speaking
styles in this baseline may embed part of the local speaking styles.

6.1.3 DialogueGCN-based context modeling. We further employ
the DialogueGCN-based context modeling [18] as the most com-
petitive baseline for comparison. In this approach, the multi-modal
features, edge weights and attention weights are only obtained
at global scale with Equations (6), (9) and (22). And the feature
transformation is processed with DialogueGCN:
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Comparing with Equations (16) and (17), in DialogueGCN, the first
RGCN only takes the global features as inputs and neglects the edge
weights at local scale. Also the edge types and global edge weights
are omitted in the second GCN. The outputs of DialogueGCN are

concatenatedwith the global features as the new global multi-modal
features for each past utterance:

𝑔′𝑖 =
[
𝑔𝑖 ;ℎ

(2)
𝑖

]
(35)

The global textual feature of the current utterance is extracted as:

𝑔𝑛+1 = 𝐸𝑔 (𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑇𝑛+1) (36)

and used to summarize the new global features with Equation (25)
and projected to the global speaking styles for the current utter-
ance with Equation (26). Same to the previous GRU-based context
modeling approach, the global speaking styles in this approach are
pretrained without local speaking style control.

6.2 Training setups
We employ English conversation corpus (ECC) [18] as the dataset
for training the proposed MSRGCN based context modeling method
for conversational TTS, from which the first 61 videos are used
for training, the remaining 5 videos are used for evaluation. The
conversations in these videos are converted into 20,996 and 1,407
conversation chunks for the training and test sets with a chunk size
of 6, in which the first 5 utterances are used as the context for the
last utterance. The model is trained for 10 epochs with a batch size
of 32 and a learning rate of 10−4.

We follow the training setups of FastSpeech 2 [26] to train the
pretraining framework mentioned in Section 5.5. The model is
trained for 500,000 iterations with a batch size of 16. The inputs for
the global and local speaking style encoders are mel-spectrograms
extracted with a window length of 25ms and a shift of 10ms.

6.3 Evaluations
We adopt the MSE between the predicted and ground-truth mel-
spectrograms as the metric for the objective evaluation. The pre-
dicted mel-spectrogram is resized to match the length of the ground-
truth mel-spectrogram with the nearest-neighbour interpolation.
Moreover, we further calculate the MSEs between the high (last 10
dimensions) and low (first 10 dimensions) frequency bands of the
predicted and ground-truth mel-spectrograms.

For the subjective evaluation, 20 conversation chunks3 are fur-
ther randomly selected and evaluated by 25 listeners. The listeners
are asked to rate on how the speaking styles of synthesized speeches
match their conversation context on a scale from 1 to 5 with 1 point
interval, from which subjective mean opinion scores (MOS) are
calculated. Meanwhile, the listeners are asked to choose a preferred
speech generated by the proposed or the baseline approaches, from
which preference rates are calculated.

6.3.1 Comparing with state-of-the-art baselines. The results of the
objective and subjective evaluations are shown in Table 1. By ap-
plying the dependency modeling at global scale, the DialogueGCN-
based approach mainly optimizes the mel-spectrogram at the low
frequency bands than the no context modeling approach, with MOS
increased by 0.152 and preference rate exceeded by 4.93%. This
demonstrates the need of considering the global level dependen-
cies in conversations. Moreover, compared with the DialogueGCN-
based approach, the proposed MSRGCN-based approach further

3Some samples are available at https://thuhcsi.github.io/mm2022-conversational-tts/.
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Table 1: Subjective and objective evaluations for different approaches. *The second to fourth columns are the MSEs between the
full, high (last 10 dimensions) and low (first 10 dimensions) frequency bands of predicted and ground-truth mel-spectrograms.

Context modeling method MSE* (Mel) MSE* (High) MSE* (Low) MOS ± 95% confidence interval Preference rate

No context modeling [26] 2.681 1.585 2.691 3.386 ± 0.062 19.54%
GRU-based [8] 3.016 2.083 3.134 2.433 ± 0.060 2.82%
DialogueGCN-based [18] 2.576 1.563 2.550 3.538 ± 0.056 24.47%
MSRGCN-based (Proposed) 2.547 1.466 2.556 3.807 ± 0.063 53.17%

Table 2: Objective evaluations on different chunk lengths.

Chunk length MSE (GST) MSE (LST) MSE* (Mel)

3 3.28 × 10−3 3.81 × 10−3 2.568
4 3.31 × 10−3 3.74 × 10−3 2.566
5 3.15 × 10−3 3.70 × 10−3 2.549
6 3.10 × 10−3 3.64 × 10−3 2.547
11 3.18 × 10−3 3.70 × 10−3 2.556
16 3.34 × 10−3 3.67 × 10−3 2.573
21 3.33 × 10−3 3.73 × 10−3 2.574

Table 3: Ablation studies on modalities and scales.

Approach MSE (GST) MSE (LST) MSE* (Mel)

Proposed 3.10 × 10−3 3.64 × 10−3 2.547
w/o textual modal 3.15 × 10−3 3.72 × 10−3 2.562
w/o acoustic modal 3.88 × 10−3 4.20 × 10−3 2.682
w/o local scale 6.78 × 10−3 5.11 × 10−3 2.776
w/o global scale 3.34 × 10−3 3.75 × 10−3 2.587

optimizes the mel-spectrogram at the high frequency bands while
the MSEs at the low frequency bands are almost same. And the MOS
and preference rate of the proposed approach are further improved
by 0.269 and 28.70% respectively, which demonstrate the superi-
ority of dependency modeling at multiple scales, and especially
indicate the importance of modeling the local dependencies.

The GRU-based approach achieves even worse results than the
no context modeling method, with MOS greatly decreased by 0.953
and the preference rate of being just 2.82%. It should be noted that
the GRU-based approach only models the temporal dependencies
in conversations. This demonstrates the importance of other de-
pendencies in conversations for context modeling, and shows that
insufficient context modeling will seriously affect the synthesis of
speaking styles in conversational TTS systems.

6.3.2 Experiments on context lengths. We also explore the effec-
tiveness of context modeling with different context lengths. Since
two past utterances are the minimal requirement for batch normal-
ization in CBHG, we train the proposed MSRGCN-based context
modeling method with chunk lengths ranging from 3 to 21. We
adopt the MSEs between the predicted and ground-truth global
and local speaking styles as additional metrics. Results are shown
in Table 2. The MSEs decrease when enlarging the chunk length
from 3 to 6, and increase when enlarging the chunk length from

6 to 21. This shows that either insufficient or redundant context
information will interfere the understanding of context.

6.4 Ablation studies
We then explore the effectiveness of multi-modal information and
multi-scale dependency modeling. The textual and acoustic modali-
ties are respectively removed from the proposed approach by setting
the corresponding inputs as zeros. According to the results shown
in the second and third lines of Table 3, the absence of information
on each modal will lower the effectiveness of context modeling.

The dependency modeling at global and local scales are also
respectively removed from the proposed approach. At the global
scale, the dependency modeling is removed by setting the input
global speaking styles to zero and the global edge and attention
weights to one. The dependency modeling at the local scale is re-
moved by directly using the DialogueGCN based context modeling
methods to predict the global and local speaking styles in the pro-
posed approach. As the results shown in the fourth and fifth lines
of Table 3, missing the dependency modeling on each scale will
lead to worse speaking style inference. In particular, removing the
dependency modeling on the local scale causes significant losses
on the performance than the global scale, showing the importance
of dependency modeling at local scale for speaking style inference.

7 CONCLUSION
To improve the synthesis of speaking styles in speech-driven in-
teractive systems, we present a novel approach whereby MSRGCN
is used for context modeling in conversations to achieve better
speaking style inference. The dependencies among the multi-modal
information in conversational context at both global and local scales
are captured byMSRGCN as themulti-modal context information at
multiple scales, which are further used to infer the global and local
speaking styles of the current utterance and synthesized to speech.
Experimental results demonstrate the superiority ofMSRGCNbased
approach over state-of-the-art conversational TTS systems with
only context modeling at the global scale. The contribution of mod-
eling multi-modal information and multi-scale dependencies are
further demonstrated in ablation studies.
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